
 
 

PINEAPPLE EMPANADAS 

INGREDIENTS FOR THE PINEAPPLE JAM: 

1 pineapple 

2 cups of sugar 

½ stick of cinnamon 

¼ cup of water 

1 tsp or cornstarch 

INGREDIENTS FOR THE  EMPANADAS DOUGH: 

1 soft cream cheese 

3 sticks of butter or margarine soft 

2 ½ c flour or more if you need it. 

½ cup of sugar 

1 tsp of cinnamon 

 

FOR THE JAM: 

Peel the pineapple and remove the center of the pineapple. Have of your pineapple you are going 

to blend it with ¼ of water. The other half you are going to cut it in very fine pieces. If you don’t 

want your jam to have pieces of it you can then blend it all together. 

In a pot add  the pineapple the one that you blend it and the pieces, the sugar and the cinnamon 

stick mix it, and don’t leave your jam unattended. Your flame should be on a medium low. And 

you will cook it between 20 to 30 minutes. Once  you got there , in a ¼ of a cup of water you are 

going to add the cornstarch and mix it very well before you add it to your jam.  

Once you add it mix it and wait for the jam to thick, if you want thicker you can add more 

cornstarch repiting the last step, never add the cornstarch directly to your jam you will have 

lumps. Let it cool. 

FOR THE DOUGH. 

Mix cream cheese and butter very well,then add your flour and mix it very gently, if your dough 

needs more flour add it a little bit at the time.once you are able to form a ball cover it and let it 

rest inside the fridge for 30 min or more. At this point if you are not going to use the dough you 

can freeze it.  



 
 

Make ball the size of a key lime and you are going to make circles 

either with a roll pin or a corn tortilla press either one works perfect, 

fill the empanadas with 1 -2 tsp of your jam, close it very well and put 

it on your cookie sheet, bake it on a preheat oven 350F for 20 to 25 

minutes. 

Right after they are out of the oven,pass them through the mixture of 

sugar and cinnamon very gently. 

Done ready to eat. 

If you have any questions don’t hesitate to email me : 

Info.cocinandorico@gmail.com 
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